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bake sale helps to raise money for Japan

the 9.0-magnitude earthquake and proceeding tsunami that 
stirred Tohoku, Japan on March 11 yielded the death of 12,000 
people, the displacement of 160,000 and an estimated $200 

billion in damage, according to The New York Times. Keeping in mind 
this disaster and the millions of Japanese citizens who are left struggling 
in its wake, UA students stepped up in the following weeks by 
participating in a bake sale to raise money for the devastated country. 

Junior Mana Osada, a native Japanese, initiated her fund raising 
plans as soon as she learned of the earthquake. On April 6 and 15, 
Osada led a bake sale with hopes of raising enough money to make a 
difference in her home country

“I [had been] planning on a [bake sale] since the disaster happened. 
I thought about doing a bake sale at the school, because I knew people 
would love to buy food for a good cause,” she said. “We had brownies, 
cookies, cupcakes, muffins, donuts and Bruegger’s bagels.”

According to Osada, the proceeds of last month’s bake sale went to 
the Japanese Red Cross, an organization that will utilize the funds to 
assist the Japanese who have been stripped of their basic needs.

“All the proceeds are going to Japanese Red Cross Relief Fund 
to help those who are in need of food, water, electricity and medical 
attention,” she said. “Over 600,000 are being evacuated because their 
homes were destroyed or because of the radiation.”

Osada also noted how other UAHS students and alumni, such as 

her older sister, are concerned about the conditions in Japan, and are 
aiding victims of the earthquake and tsunami. 

“So many people were involved in this bake sale, such as those who 
were willing to give up their study hall or lunch time and to donate 
food, and my parents,” she said. “Additionally, my sister is doing 
her own fund raising for Japan by designing a ‘piece Japan together’  
T-shirt. I sold some of those at the bake sale.”

While Osada is working diligently to provide a sense of relief— 
even if small— to her native country, she hopes that all students 
attempt to contribute as well. She said that even the smallest efforts can 
result in the most positive impacts. 

“Some people think they don’t need to lend a hand, but 
those in Japan who are suffering physically and mentally would 
appreciate as much help as we can provide them,” she said. “It 
doesn’t have to be something huge, like donating hundreds of 
dollars; it can just be a tiny thing, like buying a 25-cent item from 
the bake sale.”

After two days of selling baked goods, Osada was able to raise 
$560 for Japan. Because of her efforts, she can find solace knowing 
that she is providing support to those who need it the most. 

“It feels great to be part of something good,” she said. “Even if 
it seems like you’re not doing much, you are doing a lot, because it 
means so much to those victims in Japan.” •

By Victoria Slater, ‘12

Many sports at UAHS demonstrate 
dedication throughout their 

seasons, but not all teams receive the 
attention for which they strive. One such 
sport is the track team.

While it is similar to other spring sports 
with its busy schedules and multiple meets 
per week, the track team differs in many ways 
from other sports teams at UAHS. 

Many sports including lacrosse, soccer 
and tennis have one, main objective: to win. 
However, the track team has many areas in 
which spectators can witness not just one 
event, but several that make up the ultimate 
score. Multiple competitions occur at once 
during a meet, and all do not necessarily last 
the same amount of time.

The main events of a track meet are the 
running events. Although these events are 
lumped together, there are many subcategories. 
There are sprinters, middle-distance and long-

Talent on the Track
Spring sport finds individuality 
in a variety of events 

many different people participate in a track 
meet. one pole vaulter, shereen Jenkins, 
practices her stance and technique on the track. 

PhoTo By hannah royer 

By elise Murray, ´12

distance runners, running distances from 100 
meters to 3200 meters throughout a meet. The 
running competitions consistently go in order, 
which allows fans to know when the running 
they wish to view is approaching.

In addition to running, throwing and 
jumping competitions take place at a track 
meet. Throwing events include shot-put and 
discus while jumping events include long 
jump, high jump and pole-vaulting. These 
allow for a variety of events at the duel meets 
and invitationals. According to junior Sam 
Colachis, who throws for the Bears, different 
performances help separate track from other 
sports while still keeping the team unified. 

“Even though we all do different things, 
I think it just makes us stronger as a team,” 
he said. “It really helps separate us from the 
other sports at UA.” 

In addition to the runners, throwers 
and jumpers, the coaches are also trying 
to mold the track team into a sport 
that catches students’ attention while 
competing at the same level as the other 
popular sports at UAHS.  

According to junior Jeff Tsai, while the 
track team is showing its strength as a sport, 
it has lacked recognition that other UAHS 

spring sports receive. Tsai said that he believes 
this year’s season will help create awareness for 
the team that they believe they deserve. 

“As a member of the team I think that 
we really should receive more attention 
and it would be nice to get some support 
from the student body,” Tsai said. “I think 
it is a legitimate program that deserves 
some recognition.”  •



Local longboarding collective earns sponsorship and 
endorsement deal through acclaimed videos, online media

By George Kankia, ‘11

ost afternoons the Forquer brothers, sophomores Jacob 
and Sean, head toward the hills with the rest of the 
Rybioko crew. In light of the warmer weather, the boys 

take every chance they can to skate around Columbus exploring 
new tricks, skate spots and videotaping 
opportunities. Rybioko, a group of 
sophomores comprised of the Forquer 
brothers along with Paul Linville, Nathan 
Murray, Cody Pfister, Stephen Salay and 
Avery Wilcox, have achieved national 
recognition with their longboarding 
exploits. The tireless crew has skated its 
way to sponsorships, endorsements and 
free equipment.

“Avery, Sean and I are sponsored by 
OSC Longboards, and our team has an 
endorsement deal with Fireball Wheels,” 
Jacob Forquer said.

Rybioko has garnered the attention 
of sponsors through their creative street 
skills, which they digitally film and post 
on YouTube. One of their films garnered 
both the judges’ award and the viewers’ award at the 2010 Upper 
Arlington Film Fest. 

Their YouTube channel, “rybiokoproductions,” has a total of eight 
videos with over 10,000 views collectively. Sean Forquer said the group 
plans to release trick tips and other types of videos in the next few 

months, most likely to be filmed at one of their primary practice spots.
“We have about three options when it comes to longboarding 

spots. Clintonville has some sweet spots; we call it ‘Chinatown,’” 
Sean Forquer said. “We also drive around [OSU] campus in the 

afternoons looking for random empty 
parking lots, and [we] go down by Big 
Run Park.”

Rybioko and most area longboarders 
are limited to a few blocks of hills 
scattered across UA. Despite the less-
than-ideal conditions, the skaters try to 
maintain a positive attitude and keep up 
their love of longboarding.

“My brother and I picked up 
longboarding in eighth grade after 
skateboarding through elementary 
school,” Jacob Forquer said. 
“Longboarding was new and we’ve had a 
lot of fun.”

Longboarding has long been a minor 
UA pastime with only a handful of 
people pursuing the sport behind that. 

The Rybioko crew is on the way to bigger things as the Forquers 
and friend, Wilcox, plan meetings with potential sponsors and 
encourage one another along the way.

“We motivate each other by trying to be the best skater among 
us,” Jacob Forquer said. “We love making videos of our tricks.” •

The Rybioko Crew. row 1: sean forquer, Jacob forquer, 
row 2: nathan murray, avery wilcox, cody pfister, paul 
linville (not pictured: stephen salay)

PhoToS courTeSy ryBioKo

A BANK INVESTED IN MORE THAN 
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The Huntington National Bank is an Equal Housing Lender and Member FDIC. A® and Huntington® are federally registered service marks of Huntington Bancshares Incorporated. Huntington.® Welcome.TM is a service mark of Huntington 
Bancshares Incorporated. ©2010 Huntington Bancshares Incorporated.
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By Kristy helscel, ‘11

in 2004, senior Mary Clare Yerke and her family left their dog in 
a local kennel when they went on vacation. But when they came 
home, the condition of their dog led to incredulous speculations.
“The animal kennel my dog stayed at was a puppy mill. What 

happened was when my family and I left for vacation we kept my 
dog in the kennel, we came home early and when we went to get 
him he reeked of urine, which led us to believe he was kept in a 
dirty, unkept cage,” Yerke said.

Although, the coined phrase “puppy 
mill”, also referred to as a high volume 
breeding facility, is particularly vague, 
Kellie DiFreshia and the Columbus Dog 
Connection, a local dog and cat rescue, has 
defined a puppy miller as a dog breeder or 
kennel owner, like in Yerke’s case, who puts 
profit before the well-being of a dog.  

“Dogs are housed in overcrowded, un-
sanitary conditions without adequate veteri-
nary care, food, water and socialization,” the 
Columbus Dog Connection website said.

Ohio is quickly gaining the reputa-
tion as the puppy mill capital of the 
Midwest, and according to a Columbus 
Dog Connection recount of a Humane 
Society undercover investigation, Ohio not only has the second 
largest number of puppy mills behind Missouri, but the most 
deplorable conditions within.  According to Andy Bowsher, the 
legislative aide of Ohio Senator Jim Hughes of the 14th District, 
currently, there is no legislation regulating high volume breeders in 
Ohio, which can be attributed to the community being unaware 
of the deplorable conditions of Ohio puppy mills and the extent of 
government control. However, the week of March 14, 2011, Jim 
Hughes helped to reintroduced in the 129th General Assembly  
legislation to regulate high volume breeders, Senate Bill 130.

According to Bowsher and the General Assembly analysis of the 
bill, the main ideas of the bill deal with the amount of space between 
cages, the types of cages, the number of dogs in a cage, the time outside 

allotted for exercise, as well as the size of the space in which they have to 
exercise, the temperature of the cages and access to veterinary care. Yerke 
said that she believes these basic needs should be provided, always.

“I believe every animal should have the right to the best health 
care they can get. There is a ripple effect of what goes through the 
puppy mills, goes through pet stores and then goes to a family,” 
Yerke said. “If the puppies are not receiving the best care, they 
have the potential to being predisposed to something harmful that 
could affect them in the long run.”

 With regards to changes in the legislation, the largest alteration to 
the bill was the deletion of the clause con-
cerning a ban on dog auctions.  Even then, 
those opposed to the bill have argued that 
the bill is over stepping its bounds.  

“It has been argued that this bill has 
gone too far.  There are a lot of new ideas 
that have never been in law and it’s very 
hard to start with something really big, and 
sometimes you need to start a precedent,” 
Bowsher said.  “Members from areas of 
the state where there are high concentra-
tions of breeders, particularly in southern 
and southeastern Ohio, voting for their 
constituent, were hesitant to pass the 
legislation [in May of 2010] because they 
felt it was far reaching.”

Another factor interrupting passage of the bill is its affect on 
business, especially pet stores.

“Although there will be a raise in cost of the animals, in the 
long run, we should be looking into the best intentions for the 
animals and their health,” Yerke said.

Yerke said she believes that most people do not support the 
mistreatment of animals. 

“Although I don’t know too much [about puppy mills and ani-
mal abuse], I find any mistreatment of animals disgusting,” Yerke 
said. “Animals have the ability to be a great asset to human health 
and others, but I don’t believe humans have the right to overstep 
their boundaries and abuse these animals. If we take care of the 
animals, they will take care of us.”  •

puppy of ohio puppy mill peaks out of wooden cage. puppy 
mill animals often do not receive adequate food, water and 
socialization, the columbus dog connection website said.

photo courtesy kellie difreshia

Senate Bill 130, puppy mill legislation 
reintroduced in General Assembly
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Summer(ize) your style
by alison gilbert ‘11 & elise murray ‘12

As the school year comes to an end, students can enjoy these fashion must-haves all summer 

1The Comeback Kid: after a decade dominated 
by skinny-jeans, loose, ‘70s-inspired jeans are back. 

the definite denim of the season, this style is figure 
flattering, while still staying chic and trendy. pair them 
with colorful platform heels and a tucked-in top for the 
perfect spring to summer ensemble.

2We Want Wedges: the perfect solution to any 
fashionista’s sore feet, wedges, also known as 

“flatforms” are tall like platform sandals with the 
feel  and comfort of flats. these shoes are extremely 
versatile and are easily dressed up or down, depending 
on the occasion. try them with a bold print mini dress 
for a night out on the town, or for a more casual look 
throw them on with a pair of dark wash, cuffed jean 
shorts and a ruffled tank.

3Knitting is In: with a nod to the beauty of 
handmade designs, crochet took the spring/

summer 2011 runways by storm. crochet mixes 
modern style with a vintage charm and can be seen 
in many of spring’s tops, dresses and accessories. this 
trend is alluring because of its low-key, bohemian, 
yet still chic vibe. for an easy way to enjoy this trend, 
check out a simple crochet tote or satchel, but for a 
more substantial piece, try a light weight knit sweater 
or body conscious dress.

4Be Bold, Be Beautiful: the brighter, the better. 
this season, neutrals are out. for a fun summer 

look, try a printed top or bright colored dress, paired 
with a wedge heel or high-waisted jeans. add some 
bold jewelry and you’re good to go.

5The Everyday Accessory: this spring, the 
must-have accessory is thick, plastic bangles and 

bracelets. this trend is as accessible as it is versatile and 
can be worn all year long. however, avoid cluttering 
the arm with too many, distracting from the entire 
outfit. in this case, less is more.
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Senior Cam Williams 
plays lacrosse, a club 
sport, at the high 
school. As a club sport, 
the team must fund 
the sport without the 
financial backing school-
sponsored sports enjoy.

At Upper Arlington High School, the participation 
fee for each sport is $85. Can you imagine having 
to pay more than six times as much for all sports at 
the high school? This could be the case next year for 

Pickerington schools, where the district is set to impose the highest 
pay-to-participate fees in central Ohio.

According to the minutes of the March 14 Pickerington Local 
Schools Board of Education meeting, the district plans to charge 
$500 per sport at the high school level and $325 at the middle school 

level next year. This came after the Pickerington Board of Education 
considered a proposal that would have charged $650 for some sports, 
including golf, swimming and basketball.

Pickerington’s need to raise costs in order to balance budgets 
combined with the budgetary problems of schools across the 
state raises questions about the appropriate cost to families for 
participation in athletics, the affect such costs could have on 
student participation in athletics and ultimately, the importance 
and role of athletics in the lives of students.

Pay oPl y?
By corey McMahon, ´11 & Parijat jha, ‘11

Differing athletic fees around central Ohio raise questions of whether money 
can be a barrier to participation, as well as the importance of school athletics

coVer & STory PhoTo iLLuSTraTionS By corey McMahon
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SSStacking it up

Financial problems are not new for scholastic sports programs 
in central Ohio. In 2009, following a series of failed levy attempts 
to raise more funds for sports and other extracurriculars activities, 
the Southwestern City School District shut down all extracurricular 
activities, including sports.

The situation left many students with questions about their 
athletic careers and many students left the district to continue 
playing. Others formed their own, informal teams, as senior 
Johanna Welling reported in December 2009 for Arlingtonian in an 
article entitled “Running their own show.”

Sports programs returned after a levy 
passed a year later; however, it also imposed 
heftier fees for participants. This year, 
Southwestern City School District students 
hoping to play a sport must pay $150 per 
sport. Additionally, students must pay $20 for 
clubs such as student council or mock trial.

Elsewhere in central Ohio, the Gahanna-
Jefferson School District changed policies 
after an operating levy failed last November. 
The district will charge $200 per sport 
beginning in the 2011-12 school year.

With high fees and pay-to-play set-ups seemingly all around 
Upper Arlington, some wonder whether athletics at UAHS are 
destined for similar systems; some wonder if UA is practically 
already there.

Among those people is senior Alex West who was captain of the 
ice hockey team this year.

“I think, unfortunately, that money can sometimes be a barrier 
for kids playing sports—even sometimes here in UA,” he said.

West, like many other students including his co-captain senior 
David Whalen, is forced to play for a club, rather than for a team 
sponsored by the school. Costs for club sports, such as ice hockey, 
lacrosse and crew in the fall, can be much higher.

“The total fees were $2250 for varsity players, and $1900 for 
junior varsity,” Whalen said. 

Senior Cam Williams, a lacrosse player, disagreed.
“It doesn’t seem like lacrosse is overly expensive,” he said. “The 

travel is the most expensive part.”
According to Williams, lacrosse players paid $275 for a 

trip to Maryland over spring break. The fee paid for buses, 
hotels and other team expenses, but came on top of other 
costs and fundraising.

Senior Grace Crumrine, a track and cross-country 
runner, expresses concerns about the costs of 
her sports. According to her, athletes in her 

sports paid fees of $90 
and $125 (for track 
and cross-country, 
respectively). These 
fees were imposed 
in addition to the 
athletic participation 
fee that all athletes 
in school-sponsored 
sports must pay.

“These fees were 
in addition to the athletic fee,” Crumrine 
said, “which is why it is so ridiculous.”

West said that he believes these 
athletics costs can deter potential 
student-athletes and said he has seen it 
happen.

“I know a couple people who have 
abstained from playing because of the 
fees,” he said. “Some people within 
UA, but even more who played with 
me before and stopped playing at 
other schools because of price.”

According to senior boys crew 
captain Perry Kleinhenz, when 
costs get too high some 

“I think, unfortunately, 
that money can sometimes 
be a barrier for kids 
playing sports—even 
sometimes here in UA.”

senior alex west

Southwestern city SchoolsPickerington School District

Base cost for one high 
school varsity sport 

(2011-12): $500

Base cost for one high 
school varsity sport 

(2010-11): $210

Base cost for one 
middle school sport 

(2011-12): $325

Base cost for one high 
school varsity sport 

(2010-11): $150

Base cost for one high 
school varsity sport 

(2009-10): 
No sports programs

Base cost for one middle 
school sport (2010-11): 

$75

Area schools, such as the three central Ohio schools below, differ in fees for school athletic programs
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from football to rugby, uahs offers an array of sports 
and club sports. though a few bring in significant 
revenue, most generate their money from other 

sources. this means each team has to find its own ways raise 
funds. each sport also ranges in its expenses. depending on 
how much travel occurs, or how much the team has to pay 
for certain programs, prices to play vary. 

despite misconceptions of some students, ua athletic 
director michael schaefer said that funding for athletic 
teams is equal across the board.

“the athletic department itself charges one flat fee for 
athletes to play. this $85 fee goes to paying the coaches’ 
salaries and basic team funding. outside of that fee, the teams 
themselves are in charge of any team fees,” schaefer said.

such fees are often paid for by donations or fundraisers. 
most sports have some sort of a fundraiser that pays for a lot 
of team fees. the hockey team has a car wash, the football 
team sells stanley steamer carpet cleaner and the lacrosse 
teams sell mulch, among others.

senior lacrosse captain cam williams has participated in 
mulch distribution for four years now. according to williams, 
distribution is a tough task that brings in most funds for the 
team. all in all, the boys and girls lacrosse teams sell around 
22,000 bags with a $2.50 profit on each bag for a total profit 
of $55,000 a year. on top of this, the lacrosse teams pay for 
their own equipment and travel costs.

Junior abby dugger sells not only mulch for lacrosse, but 
also chocolate bars for cheerleading.

“all of the fundraisers are similar. it is just that mulch takes 
raising money to a whole other level. also mulch has extra 
incentives since the top sellers receive prizes, such as gift 
cards,” dugger said.

if donations prove hard to come by, fundraisers can often 
be the most efficient way to raise money. although bake 
sales can bring in some funds, they are not as productive as 
other fundraisers. finding the most efficient way is especially 
important due to the fact that the school can only provide 
so much help.

according to schaefer, the athletic department is more 
than willing to help, but with certain sports such as crew, 
aiding athletes can be nearly impossible.

“for example, in sports like crew, the team may travel 
to boston for a regatta one weekend and chicago the 
next. as a high school, in the midst of budget cuts, it can 
be impossible to aid all the athletes in need,” schaefer said. 
“student’s shouldn’t be afraid to play sports because of 
monetary reasons, but i think most people understand there 
is a limit on how much we can help.” • 

following the money
Sports revenue is raised through 
a variety of fundraising efforts

upper arlington high School

sports have scholarship funds set up to help students participate.
“Quite a few teams have scholarship funds set up for people 
who would like to play but cannot afford to,” Kleinhenz said.

Measures can also be taken to alleviate costs for school-
sponsored sports.

“My coach said you can e-mail someone if you cant 
pay the $85 athletic fee and they’ll waive it for you,” 
Crumrine said. “But I don’t know anyone who did it.”

In Southwestern City Schools, sports saw a 
decrease in players following fee hikes, according 

to a Columbus Dispatch article by Charlie Boss 
entitled “About half of sports in South-

Western schools see a drop in players.” 
The article attributes the drop to fees 

and reports that Franklin Heights High 
School had to cut programs, including 

freshman football and cross country, 
because of low student involvement.

To raise money without imposing 
more costs on players, many teams 
turn to extensive fundraising efforts 
to fill the gap between money earned 
from fees and team expenditures.

Most students are aware of the 
largest sports fundraisers at the 
high school. The lacrosse teams 
sell mulch; the baseball team 
sells subs. Fundraisers like 
car washes or goods sales are 
common among many teams, 
also. Whalen said fundraisers 
such as the ad sales for the 
hockey team program 
provide financial relief from 

hockey fees.
“Ads sold for 

Base cost for one high 
school varsity sport 

(2011-12): $85

Base cost for one high 
school varsity sport 

(2010-11): $85

Base cost for one middle 
school sport (2011-12): 

$42

Area schools, such as the three central Ohio schools below, differ in fees for school athletic programs
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“It’s a long, painful list. We invest in 
human capital, and there’s no simple way 
to balance the budget without affecting 
teachers and staff.”

pickerington local schools  
superintendent karen mantia

our programs come of the individual’s fees,” Whalen said. “The 
average player pays $1134. It just fluctuates depending on how hard 
they work to reduce costs.”

Williams said that the fundraisers the lacrosse team puts on are 
crucial for the teams financing.

“The way we fund most of the teams costs is through 
fundraising,” he said.

According to Whalen, the cost someone pays for hockey is 
entirely in their own hands.

“On average people paid for about half of their costs by selling 
ads,” he said. “Some people made the entire $2000, some people 
don’t sell many [ads at all].”

West agreed about the importance of fundraisers for his ice 
hockey team, and added that he thinks these fundraisers can cause 
problems for players.

“I think it has caused stress for some people who play,” he 
said. “They are always worried about money and paying for ice 
hockey. It’s also always a question of working a fundraiser to raise 
a lot of money or having to pay out 
of pocket.”

Such stress can detract from the 
attention that those students should 
be putting towards other activities.

“[For many, it can] be hard to 
concentrate on school or just playing 
[a sport] when you constantly have 
a car wash on a weekend or 
need to sell candy bars or 
whatever different sports 
do,” West said.

The lacrosse team’s mulch sale is 
among the largest sports fundraisers at 
the high school, Williams said.

“Selling mulch is a big part of lacrosse, 
both boys and girls,” he said. “Overall we 
sold 22,000 bags this year and made a 
$2.50 profit on each bag. These funds 
cover most expenses.”

It seems there is some question as 
to the level of fundraising for sports 
at the high school and how that 
fundraising could affect students. If 
other districts are a sign of what’s to 
come, the trends suggest the students 
may be asked to foot more of the 
bill or do more with less. •

the issue of educational budget cuts has implications beyond 
just athletics and extracurricular activities. given current 

economic conditions and educational policy changes at state 
and local levels, broad cuts are being made at schools across 
central ohio.

in the agenda for the april 11 meeting, the pickerington board 
of education announced it would not renew contracts for 69 
teachers and staff members who are in their first three years of 
teaching as well as other, more experienced faculty. in total, more 
than 100 workers are being cut.

in an interview with This Week, pickerington local schools 
superintendent karen mantia said the cuts were a necessary part 
of a comprehensive plan to reduce the budget.

“it’s a long, painful list,” she said. “we invest in human capital, and 
there’s not simple way to balance the budget without affecting 
teachers and staff.”

ua is grappling with similar issues that will cause cuts in 
upcoming years. the minutes of a uahs department head 
meeting describes the loss of funding the school expects.

“[principal] kip [greenhill] reported that the district is targeted 
to lose 67 percent of its state aid,” the minutes read, “which 
amounts to 11 million dollars over the next four years.”

according to the memo, steps are already being taken to 
address the impending loss of funding.

“as a result, the board of education has put a freeze on teaching 
staff increases,” it reads. “all department budgets will be reduced 
up to ten percent next year. the reductions will allow us to set up a 
rainy day fund in case the levy [in november] is defeated.”

the decrease of state funding; however, is likely not as serious 
of a problem for uahs as others.  a financial update authored 
by pickerington local school district treasurer dan griscom 
compares the financial situations of area districts. according 
to the report, uahs has a lower reliance on state funding than 
nearby schools of similar academic standing. at 19.6 percent, the 
percentage of upper arlington’s dollars coming from the state 
is lower than most other school districts including pickerington 
(51.4 percent) which relies most heavily on state funding. only 
olentangy, at 17.2 percent, is listed below upper arlington and the 
state average is 44.8 percent.

but if it comes time when the school board has to make larger 
cuts, some wonder from where those cuts will be made. personnel 
costs at pickerington local school district, which had to cut more 
than 100 jobs, were only 82 percent of total expenses. at upper 
arlington city schools, personnel costs make up 86.7 percent of 
the school’s budget, according to griscom’s report. this would 
suggest job cuts could be in upper arlington’s near future.

according to the minutes of the department head meeting, 
such a situation is not here yet.  expenditure cuts were made 
without anyone losing their job at the high school, although some 
faculty members were moved throughout the district.

carla fultz, president of the pickerington education association, 
sums up the feeling and fears that many have.

“this will have an impact on many, many students, “ she said.  •

the bigger picture
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t is early on a Monday morning in 
mid-July. Hannah Johnston is already all 
set up in her Sweet Scetti stall at a local 

farmers market, selling cupcakes and 
baked goods to the morning’s shoppers. 
Emory Bergdoll smooths her dress as she 
walks briskly through the doors of the 
statehouse on her way to Ohio Sen. Tom 
Patton’s office. Back in UA Francis 
Wilamosky starts his mower and begins to 
transform the unruly lawn before him into 
one worthy of a glossy magazine spread. 

Instead of lazily wasting their summer 
days watching TV, reading or hanging out 
at the pool, these three students spent the 
summer of 2010 being productive and 
gaining invaluable work experience. 

Freshman Hannah Johnston works as a 
cashier at Sweet 
Scetti, a local 
home bakery 
that specializes 
in fresh baked 
goodies and 
candies. 

“My mom 
actually started 
[the bakery] about 
two years ago,” Johnston said. “She needed 
some help selling stuff, so I said I’d do it.”

Although the early mornings could, 
in Johnston’s opinion, be better spent 
sleeping in, the benefits of the job far 
outweigh the negatives. Even though 
it’s a family business, Johnston said she 
still gets to experience a traditional work 

environment.
“People 

might think 
it’s more laid 
back [because 
my mom’s the 
boss], but it’s 
not,” she said. 
“She treats me 

just like everyone else.”
Conversely, junior 

Emory Bergdoll, a 
summer office assistant for 
Sen. Tom Patton, has much 
more variety in her work.

“I do pretty much anything 
they need me to,” Bergdoll 
said. “Everything from going on 
coffee runs for the college interns to 
answering e-mail and letters to filing and 
organizing information to helping run 
different outings.”

Bergdoll’s work at the statehouse 
has given her valuable insight into the 
professional world of business and politics. 

“It’s truly a great experience in that I 
get a firsthand look at what goes on,” she 

said. “I learn so much every day.”
Junior Francis Wilamosky has the 

opportunity to observe and become a part 
of the business world. Wilamosky and his 
business partner, junior Hans Aschinger, 
are the co-owners and foremen of A & W 
Lawn Care. These titles come with equally 
weighty obligations. 

“I am responsible for setting up 
estimates for all customers that call and 
want business,” Wilamosky said. “For day-
to-day work, I do everything from mowing 
yards, mulching, picking weeds... basically 
anything [a] lawn needs.”

The benefits of the business go beyond 
monetary gain; for Wilamosky, there is a 
true pride he has in his work. 

“I can sit back when I’m finished and 
look at what I just accomplished,” he said. 
“[It’s great] when customers think that I’m 
an adult who does this for a living.”

From starter jobs at family and 
community businesses to self-
employed entrepreneurship, 
opportunities for summer jobs are endless 
for UA teens. These jobs also have 
endless benefits; working tends to foster 
responsibility, accountability and money 
management skills. 

“I make my own money,” Wilamosky 
said. “I don’t rely on my parents.” 

Although there is definitely an 
abundance of jobs available to most 16- 
and 17-year-olds and a good handful 
to 14- and 15-year-olds, most of these 
positions fill up fast, and for the summer 
of 2011 it is best to apply early. Whether 
a kid’s plan is to intern for a high-powered 
CEO in the city or to open a lemonade 
stand at the end of their driveway, it is 
generally recommended that students 
begin the search now. 

“Don’t miss out,” Bergdoll said. 
“Working is a great way to spend your 
summer, but you have to 
make sure you’ll 
enjoy what 
you do.”  • 

 

With June fast approaching, three UA teens look 
forward to continuing summer work experiences 
By ceri Turner, ‘12

GraPhicS By ceri Turner

“It’s truly a great experience 
in that I get a firsthand 
look at what goes on. I 
learn so much every day.”

junior emory Bergdoll
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some seniors look 
to study abroad 
after graduation
by will seymour, ‘11

as senior year comes to an end, many students look for a 
way to further themselves by traveling to other countries 
in search of newfound knowledge, school credit or just a 

way to distance themselves from the lifestyle they have known 
for the past 18 years.

One such student is senior Janine Berger, who deferred her 
admission to American University and plans to travel abroad to 
India during the 2011-12 school year. With a trip to Asia in her 
near future, Berger said that she is excited to change her schedule 
from the daily attendance of school to something different.

“I decided that school’s been so crazy and I’ve always 
worked really hard at school, but the more I looked into this 
opportunity, the more I decided traveling was the right idea,” 
Berger said. 

Berger will travel to India with a youth exchange program, 
living with a host family and exchanging cultural knowledge 

senior Janine berger plans to travel to india over the 2011-12 school year with a 
foreign exchange program, and she’s already made friends with some of the other 
participants. creating new friendships is a key ingredient in the rotary youth program.

PhoTo courTeSy janine BerGer

with the people she meets.
“The Rotary Youth Exchange is similar to the Peace Corps, 

only it’s directed more towards the youth,” Berger said. “The 
cool thing about it is you meet other people from around the 
world that are like you and you create this community. There are 
people from all over, like Spain, Brazil and Russia.”

Away from her friends and family, Berger is a little worried 
about her travels to a far off land, but she said she hopes to use 
her travels as an experience to build and further her education.

Senior Andrew Pottschmidt shares plans similar to Berger’s. 
Attending The University of Dayton next year, Pottschmidt 
plans on traveling to Hawaii for a semester.  There, he hopes 
receive school credit by studying with the University of Dayton’s 
International program. He will participate in a required service 
learning project through Chaminade University’s campus 
ministry program while in Honolulu.

 Pottschmidt said he hopes to use his travels to explore some 
place different, and he might even use the trip to develop a 
connection to the island and possibly one day move there.   

“Dayton has a sister school in Hawaii [that] if I like it 
enough, I might set up a life there,” he said. “[But] my main goal 
[for freshman year will be] to get my application and resume 
built up to tailor my way to get to Hawaii.”

If Pottschmidt does end up traveling to Hawaii, he will need 
to apply with a strong resume and a list of credentials to put him 
in the running for a spot on the trip.

Senior Mark Finneran hoped to take a gap year and to travel 
to either Puerto Rico or South Africa; however, expenses may 
hinder his traveling.

“Definitely the cost is pretty prohibitive. I’d also have to defer 
admission, to [Ohio University] and don’t know if I could keep 
my scholarship,” Finneran said. “So the planning is the hardest 
part of it.”

If his hopes for a gap year fall through, he might pursue other 
options through OU.

“If I don’t do it this year, I’ll probably pursue a study abroad 
program in college. It would combine my education and being 
able to travel abroad into one package,” Finneran said.

No matter these seniors’ decisions, a year abroad is an 
exciting option to escape the norm. Whether furthering their 
education, exploring new cultures or meeting new people, 
traveling abroad offers opportunities for experiencing the world 
outside of UA.  •

SummeR 
ClaSSeS:

june 20 - july 22

Register 
Now!

Annual 
Dance Recital

May 21 at 7 p.m. and 
May 22 at 2 p.m.  

at uahS.

Tickets can be 
purchased at  

the door!

1152 Kenny cenTre MaLL •  coLuMBuS, oh  43220 •  614.313.3773 •  KeLLy@KSTuDioDance.coM •  w w w.KSTuDioDance.coM

Where Dance is the  
Ultimate Expression
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cooked by the clintonville king

sheila Davis Hahn stands in the kitchen 
of the Clintonville diner, Nancy’s 
Home Cooking, spatula in hand, over 

a stove with the King family name on it. It is 
a Sunday morning, business 
as usual. The dining area and 
the counters are filled with 
hungry customers, while 
Nancy’s employees scurry 
throughout the dining room, 
wearing shirts sporting the 
diner’s motto, “Eat it and beat it.”

A customer might be offended by this 
phrase, but when the food arrives, all is 
forgiven in this warm neighborhood diner. 
Behind the delicious food is a legacy that 
extends back generations. It was in the 
summer of 2009 that the diner first closed. 
Cindy King, Davis-Hahn’s aunt and owner 
of Nancy’s, began having health problems 
and felt the need to call it quits. 

“My aunt had kind of just let things go,” 
Davis-Hahn said. “Her health started taking a 

turn and she just lost interest in the company. 
It just came down to a family decision, and we 
were all fine with closing after 40 years.”

However, when word got out that the 
diner was shutting down, 
the people of Clintonville 
found a way to keep their 
beloved Nancy’s open. 

“We were set and ready 
to go,”Davis-Hahn said. 
“May 31, 2009 was going 

to be our last day, and then a $1,000 check 
came in from an anonymous person.”

When Davis-Hahn and her aunt opened 
the letter, along with the donation came a 
note that read: “It can’t go away. Let’s keep it 
going.”Soon after that, the donations started 
pouring in, including the new flooring donated 
by Lowe’s. Nancy’s was back in business. 

Since the re-opening of Nancy’s, not 
much has changed of the restaurant or 
its menu. For 40 years, diners have been 
fawning over the same dishes that have been 

in the King family for generations, including 
the chicken and noodles, a popular special. 

“It’s the same recipe [that my grandparents 
used],”Davis-Hahn said. “It has just been 
passed on. We tweak it as we go on, make it 
a little bit better and that’s what it’s about.  
Everybody makes it their own way.”

Nancy’s offers everything one could fit into 
his or her breakfast. Their French toast, made 
with light, doughy Texas toast and cinnamon, 
when eaten with butter and syrup will change 
the way you think about breakfast; satisfactory 
will no longer be enough. 

As for the casual atmosphere, Davis-
Hahn credits that to her aunt. When you 
walk into the diner you feel right at home, 
and that is exactly what King intended. 

“My aunt built this place on 
personality,”Davis-Hahn said. “The more 
personable you are, people are going to 
want to be here.  She wanted to be a part 
of people’s lives, and she was. That’s what 
Nancy’s is all about.” •

By Bo Fisher, ´11

i like a cigarette with my big mac

next year, bake sales at 
the high school are 
being outlawed This is in 

accordance with Senate Bill 210, 
which aims to “limit access to 
unhealthy foods and beverages 
in schools,” according to the 
ohio Department of education. 
along with cutting out bake sales, 
vending machines can now only 
stock federally-subsidized meals, 
which must be sold individually in 
federally-mandated serving sizes.

with word just reaching the 
students, many are calling it a 

restriction of freedoms. The whole thing reminds me of something: 
a few months ago, i was looking through some old Arlingtonians 
and i came across a story in which students were debating 
the legality of banning smoking in certain areas of the school. 
according to the article, the administration was forcing students 
to trudge over to the smoking lounge in order to have a cigarette. 
Kids were actually angry about this. it seems crazy, in retrospect. 
So how can we argue that the elimination of unhealthy food and 
drinks in the school is any more of a limitation of freedom?  

Perhaps years from now some random Arlingtonian staff writer 
will stumble across this issue, wondering, with amazement, how 
the school’s administration could ever consider allowing the daily 
sale of donuts and cookies and puppy chow. Like cigarettes, it’s not 

far fetched to see fatty foods turning taboo in the coming years. 
Likewise, it’s not far fetched to see fat people getting a lot more 
discrimination thrown their way.  

it will start with the airplanes. Let me explain: airplanes were the 
first area in which cigarette smoking was banned on a widespread 
level. Then came the restaurants, then the bars, pushing smokers 
outside—a domino effect. Likewise, many overweight people 
are now being forced to purchase two airplane seats; there have 
even been some cases where fat people were kicked off the flight 
altogether. Maybe soon fat people will no longer be allowed on 
airplanes. The excess weight, people will say, is endangering the 
other passengers. Later on, no doubt, there will be “fatty sections” 
in restaurants, where all the overweight people are made to sit 
together, eating the unhealthy foods the restaurant reluctantly 
provides, with all the skinny people on the other side eyeing them 
contemptuously. after that, fat people won’t even be allowed at 
restaurants, the notion being that they put too much strain on the 
cooking staff. Bars will inevitably do the same, blaming fat peoples’ 
excessive consumption of bar nuts and their constant requests for 
full flavored beer as emotionally harmful to all the skinny alcoholics.  

Thus, eventually, the overweight will be forced to stand out 
in the winter air, eating their non-federally-subsidized food. i can 
see it now. The wind lashes cold and vicious, and some of the fat 
people will look up in between a bite of their Big Macs and notice 
a collection of smokers standing some feet off, their cigarettes held 
shivering up to their mouths. and the fat people will look at the 
smokers, and the smokers will look at the fat people—both groups 
secretly hating and judging the other, for no apparent reason. •

By evan Smith, ´11
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Columnist reflects on her 
experience during the Symphonic 
Choir’s tour of the Big Apple

ew York City, in a sense, is a 
choir. The blare of car horns, 
the shuffle of pedestrians’ feet 

against the aged sidewalks, the 
coos of pigeons and the rumble 
of the subway train beneath the 
streets blend together to form 
one, harmonized sound. While 
the songs of the UAHS Sym-
phonic Choir are much different 
than the naturally melodic tunes 
of the Big Apple, we did have an 
incredible opportunity to mingle our sounds 
with the city during the 2011 Symphonic 
Choir East Coast Tour. 

 The Symphonic Choir is a group of 
about a hundred students who gather to 
share a love of singing. While it has dispari-
ties in personality and music background, 
Symphonic Choir is a savvy, cohesive singing 
group that stands as one of the top in Ohio. 
This excellence is, for the most part, the 
product of director Eric Kauffman’s daily 
aphorisms and metaphors, which inspire and 
instruct members to utilize correct vowel 
sounds and maintain “purpose and integrity” 
(this year’s choir’s motto). 

I am proud that I have sung in a UA 
choir each of my three years at the high 
school; although I have endured count-
less performances over the years (times in 
which I dressed up as a flamingo or a hula 
dancer), I admit that I had the best experi-
ences with choir when we toured New York 
City over five days in April. 

We departed for our East Coast Tour on 
March 31, a five-day jaunt the Symphonic 
Choir takes every other year. All 88 of 
us, including three bags of luggage each, 
crammed into two buses for an 11-hour 

drive. I quickly realized I had 
overpacked when I struggled to 
heave my 100-pound suitcase 
into the bus along with a carry-
on bag bigger than myself. 

Our first stop was Park-
ersburg High School, an 
immense facility that appears 
somewhat out of place in the 
rolling, cow-dotted hills of 
West Virginia. I reveled in the 
well-blended, sublime music 

the a cappella choir presented and enjoyed 
scurrying across the narrow hallways and 
up the countless stairwells throughout the 
old-fashioned high school.

Exhausted from the performance travelling 
the day before, and dizzy with anticipation, 
we arrived in New York City mid-morning on 
Friday, April 1. Although the skyscrapers were 
blurred by the steady sleet, Times Square’s 
vibrant, gleaming lights stood out against the 
precipitation. On our bus ride to our first 
performance at St. John the Divine—the larg-
est Gothic cathedral in North America—we 
counted each and every Starbucks that we 
passed (my total: about 20).  

For the next three days, each minute 
that passed was spent either singing, stroll-
ing or sightseeing. We toured every New 
York City landmark: the Rockefeller Cen-
ter, Radio City Music Hall, Times Square 
and the Empire State Building. Although 
our main source of transportation was our 
tour bus, we experienced a subway train 
ride to and from Central Park. (My friends 
and I somehow got on the wrong one and 
were thankfully pulled off right before it 
carried us away to Brooklyn.) 

Between the excursions throughout 

various Manhattan tour sites, we performed 
our selection of mostly Latin works in St. 
Patrick’s Cathedral and at Sunday morning 
mass at St. Bartholomew’s Episcopal church. 
My favorite of our four gigs took place in 
the midst of spontaneity, where we chanted, 
completely a cappella, our gospel hit, “Roll 
Jordan Roll”, front and center on the steps 
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. We 
caught the eyes of a handful of passersby, 
stopped taxis in the middle of the street 
and even briefly transformed a native New 
Yorker into a choir conductor. 

We finished our first two nights in 
the city with dinner out and a Broadway 
musical after. Anything Goes and the 2010 
Tony-Award-winning Memphis showcased 
the talent that exists on a Broadway stage. 

On the third and final night in the Big 
Apple, our choir cruised the New York 
harbor on a yacht that carried us beneath 
the Brooklyn and Manhattan bridges and 
inches away from the exquisite Statue of 
Liberty. I could not have asked for a more 
quintessential ending to our trip; we at-
tained a picturesque view of the city skyline 
reflected in the harbor water and finished 
the night with a choir-bonding dance to 
“Friday” by the infamous Rebecca Black.

Years from now, if I am to reminisce on 
my many high school experiences, the 2011 
Symphonic Choir East Coast Tour is where 
my memory will quickly stray. I’m con-
vinced the trip has strengthened the Sym-
phonic Choir as a whole, and it matured 
us while allowing us to explore the world 
through teenage eyes. There is nothing that 
can compare to the sound of your own 
music reverberating off famous skyscrapers 
in a city where dreams come true. •

By Victoria Slater, ‘12

above:  the symphonic choir performs at saint patrick’s 
cathedral in new york city the choir sang  both religious and 
secular works during the 2011 east coast tour. 

I♥
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despite idealistic intentions, nutrition bill overregulates
Staff editorial
 

on June 18, 2010, the Healthy Choices 
for Healthy Children Act, Senate 

Bill 210, became law. The bill contains 
requirements that aim to combat childhood 
obesity. S.B. 210 is designed to limit 
student’s access to unhealthy foods and 
beverages while at school, increase daily 
physical activity in physical education classes 
and implement body mass index screenings 
in schools. However, beneath the idealistic 
provisions of the legislation, S.B. 210 will 

prohibit bake sales in schools, unregulated 
vending machines and nearly all food-based 
fundraising in an effort to curb unhealthy 
eating habits.

According to the Ohio Department of 
Education, by implementing strategies to 
support S.B. 210 school districts create 
healthy, supportive learning environments 
intended to increase test scores, decrease 
tardiness and absenteeism rates, 
decrease disciplinary action and increase 
graduation rates. 

However, ultimately, the decision 

to regulate school bake sales should be 
up to the parents and the school, not 
the government. Selling baked goods 
in schools is one of the few fundraisers 
without the requirement to obtain a 
license. Furthermore, nowhere in the 
Constitution does it explicitly state that 
the government has the right to control 
eating disorders or micromanage what 
students eat. Certainly, the government 
has something better besides taking away 
the little control students have over their 
mid-morning snack.  •
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saving the world, one shower at a time
according to the minutes of a department 

head meeting, administrators discussed 
the need for everyone in the school to make a 
cooperative effort to limit the amount of paper 
we use—or sometimes, waste.

Although the administration’s goal was 
primarily directed at cutting costs in the face 
of impending budget cuts, it’s clear to see the 
environmental benefits as well.

We all know what it means to be 
environmentally-friendly—to limit our 
consumption, to recycle, to drink from reusable 
water bottles—and we all know what the “green” 
alternatives are. We think of alternative sources 
of energy and different driving options, but 
as high school students we are limited to the 
simple things like turning off our bedroom lights 
and computers, taking shorter showers and 
combining car trips.

But in the spirit of Earth Day—which 
occurred on April 22—we should take a second 
to reconsider our attitudes towards these simple 
steps of environmental consciousness.

In aggregate, such measures can be just as 
powerful as having a more efficient car or using 
solar panels—not to mention they are usually 
cheaper. All of the aforementioned strategies save 
money as well as the planet.

Co-Editors Kristy Helscel & Corey McMahon

The graffiti cover art drawn by ceri Turner in our March 30 issue was modified without ceri Turner’s 
knowledge, and the changes were not caught by the staff. we apologize that the additions to her 
artwork were not removed prior to going to press.
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